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What is Artificial Intelligence?
Human beings learn by observing things and in the same manner, machines learn from the surroundings
and they are capable of thinking on their own. So, when we look at the concept of Artificial Intelligence, it
is a computer program. It is the theory and development of computer systems that perform tasks which
requires human intelligence like:
● Speech recognition
● Visual perception
● Decision-making
● Translation between languages
Artificial Intelligence is a software program that impersonates the way humans discover and resolve
complex problems. Artificial intelligence is important because it has a tremendous perspective on vertical
applications across industries. Its success largely depends upon how successful integration has been done
on hardware and software.
A common example is Gmail. It is categorized as primary, social, and promotional. It is none other than
machine learning behind that. It filters spam emails and sends notifications by identifying and
understanding the coding patterns.
There are two types of AI i.e Narrow Artificial Intelligence and Artificial General Intelligence. Narrow
Artificial Intelligence is not as advanced as AGIs, but can perform simple tasks which a basic human
intelligence can do. Artificial General Intelligence is much advanced than the other one.
Its Pros
It is well-known facts that with the use of AI, the tasks are more simplified. So, let’s see some of the Pros
of AI:
Reduction in Human Error
Being human, it is natural that we make mistakes. But, computers do not make mistakes if programming is
done properly. With Artificial intelligence, the decisions are based on gathered information with the
application of a set of algorithms. So there are no errors or are at minimal. There is a greater degree of
accuracy and precision.
It makes enormous money for business
The tools, software, and application that are powered by AI contribute to increasing the revenue of the
business. With recommender systems, businesses can easily identify the customers who will give up their
subscriptions, who are likely to leave, etc. This will help a business to prevent from happening any adverse
situation and stay capital in the business
Transfer of risks from Humans
Taking the risk is the biggest advantage that has come with artificial intelligence. In place of humans, AI
robots can perform risky things and overcome many limitations of humans. Like going to other planets,
mining for coal and oil, defusing a bomb, and many other risky jobs.
Available 24×7
Humans can normally work 4-6 hours a day. They need time to refresh themselves and start the next day.
But with the use of AI, machines can be made that can work 24×7 without getting tired and getting bored.
Digital Assistance

With online business, most of the companies are using digital assistants to interact with users. The benefit
of this assistance from AI is that it saves human resources. These digital assistants pop up on the website
of the companies to provide useful information to the users.
It’s future
The artificial intelligence future is more absorbing than ever. It is expected that robots will replicate humans
and will be the future of the world. The other opinion that is formed is that human dependency on this sector
will grow gradually. Surely, artificial intelligence is progressing faster. Some of the future predictions
related to AI are:
Universal Usage
In the present time, AI has become part of numerous activities of human life. The face of the future will be
such that humans may become completely dependent on it. There are many more things that can be explored
in AI and if we want to make the human experience much easier, there is no limit to this technology.
AI and robotics
The concept of robots is developing every day. They have been performing many hazardous jobs in the
place of humans. It is predicted that new inventions can be done with the use of AI in Robotics. They will
alter completely the medical stream, transport, and business also.
Simpler work environment
Artificial intelligence will not only enhance the work environment but it will make several tasks easier and
simpler. With this, human resources can be utilized to their best potential and can be put to more core
activities.
Thus, it can be stated that the future can be infinite and what changes AI will bring will be unpredictable.
But the pace at which it is growing will surely transform the dynamics of human lives.

